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Co-design approach

The co-design approach includes the following stages:

• project start-up: aim, scope, plan 

• engage: consumers, families and whānau, staff and stakeholders

• capture: consumer, family and whānau and staff experiences using a range 

of methods

• understand: emotions and ‘touch points’ along the journey of care

• improve: work together to identify and prioritise what to improve

• measure: check to see if experience is improving



Improvement journey



Core concepts of improvement

Theory of knowledge

• Need to be able to articulate what you 

believe about why things are the way they 

are (what do you know about your system, 

how do you know?)

• Describe what changes you think will 

make the difference toward the outcome 

you desire



Testing your theory

• Need a method to learn 

whether your change ideas 

deliver in practice

• How will you know?

Who are our people?

What unites us (our shared purpose?)



Engaging the team

Shared purpose goes way deeper than vision and mission; 

it goes right into your gut and taps some part of your primal 

self. If you can bring people with similar primal-purposes 

together and get them all marching in the same direction, 

amazing things can be achieved.



‘I have some key 

performance indicators 

for the next 12 months’

or

‘I have a dream’





Our shared purpose



Introducing plan-do-study-act cycle



Why test?

• Forces us to think small

• Increases belief that the 

change will result in 

improvement

• Opportunity for learning without 

impacting performance

• Helps teams adapt good ideas 

to their specific situation



Why predict

• Predicting is the most important part of any PDSA cycle

• When predicting, ask yourself: what do I expect to happen?

• Making a prediction will help in anticipating what might come next 

and whether the cycle was a success or not

• If the test of change didn’t work, it is important to take the time to 

understand why (study)



PDSA cycles



Three options after test

Three options after reviewing results from 

PDSA test:

• abandon (glad did a small test)

• adopt (as tested; test at larger scale?)

• adapt (and test)



Tools



Tools





PDSA in action: M&Ms challenge

• Open M&Ms, 14 per person and a card

• One for each number on the card

• Occupy every number on card with a M&M, one will be blank.

• Jump over the blank number

• Only jump one number at a time, any direction, up or down

• Stop when you can’t move any more

• One round

• Bit like drafts



PDSA in action: M&Ms challenge

• Aim: to be left with one M&M at the end, or as few as possible

• Measure: number of M&Ms left

• Operational definition:

‒ don’t eat the M&Ms

‒ one blank number to start

‒ jump over one at a time and remove it

‒ round lasts two minutes



PDSA one



PDSA two



The value of failed tests

‘I did not fail 1,000 times; I found 

1,000 ways how to not make a 

light bulb.’ – Thomas Edison



What’s next?

• Identify a change idea from your co-design 

process and start to develop a testing plan

• Plan should include:
– the outcome you are after

– the change idea

– what is your prediction

– when you will do this (next week)

– complete the PDSA sheet

– provide feedback on what you will do


